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ABSTRACT

Background: The use of autonomous weapon systems (AWS) in armed conflict has been rapidly expanding. Consequently, the development of AWS worries legal scholars. If AWS were to operate without ‘meaningful human control’, the violation of international law and human rights would be unpreventable.
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Methods: This paper indicates that the most important problem arising from the use of AWS is the attribution responsibility for the violation of corporate actors. Nevertheless, it is ambiguous who is legally responsible for these international crimes, thus creating an accountability gap. The main problem regarding corporate responsibility that covers the process of employing AWS is determining who exercises causal control over a chain of acts leading to the crime's commission. The paper proposes a more optimistic view of artificial intelligence, raising two challenges for corporate responsibility. First, the paper maps the framework of the use of AWS regarding corporate actors. Second, the article identifies the problem of accountability by presenting some possible scenarios linked to the AWS context as a solution to this problem.

Results and Conclusions: The results have exposed ambiguity in international law and the absence of essential laws regarding the attribution of responsibility for AWS and the punishment of the perpetrator – international law needs to be improved and regulated.

1 INTRODUCTION

Several aspects of human existence have recently begun to be dominated by artificial intelligence (AI). The power of AI has undeniably been growing along with technology and has redefined what the future holds. What once was thought to be a concept out of a science fiction movie has now become a reality with the creation of autonomous weapon systems (AWS). The states’ power depends on the power of their technologies, which are led by corporations representing ‘shadow sovereigns.’ Now, the reality is that warfare technology could cause the state to consider waging war. AWS places humans in charge of the targeting decision-making process in warfare technology, and states have presumably begun giving more tasks to AWS on the battlefield. Note that issues not only appeared regarding the use of AWS but also due to the lack of conventions or treaties concerning preparing for any future conflicts in respect of international law. Selecting military targets without human involvement is one of the biggest problems in holding AWS criminals accountable for their violations. ²

Despite the fact that states have not listed any reservations about the legality of AWS, the paper intends to search for a possible scenario for imposing accountability on corporations involved with AWS that commit war crimes. Using historical and contemporary cases, Part I presents the inadequacy of substantive international criminal law and the enforcement mechanisms to manage corporate misbehaviour or malfunctioning related to AWS. Part II argues that the exploration of a legal way to enforce corporate accountability for the actions of AWS demands that we study all the difficulties in attributing responsibility to states. That said, it is indisputable that the responsibility of corporations should be where AWS would be produced to violate international law in terms of domestic laws.

2 LACK OF MECHANISMS: RESPECTING THE PRINCIPLES OF INTERNATIONAL LAW

It is critical to understand the nature of the current legal status of AWS in order to analyze how autonomous weapons have been handled within it. It is important to consider that domestic law and international law could be applied to the frameworks controlling the

legality of the use of force, including the use of weapons systems. Even according to the classical approach, only states are subjects of international law, while non-state actors might incur international responsibility for the state only in particular acts. This indicates that for some actions committed by non-state actors or corporations, the state might be responsible. To start, it is important to notice the absence of international conventions that directly regulate autonomous weapons. While there may be no particular convention-based prohibitions, autonomous weapons must be employed by applicable customary international law. Moreover, if the IHL is not respected, these types of weapons will be deemed illegal under the IHL framework.

Subsequently, this section will examine the weaknesses of the current international enforcement procedures with regard to corporate actors in the context of AWS. After analyzing the reasons behind the limitations in enforcing international criminal law on corporate actors, we must explore another alternative. Because a corporation's activities might be a trigger for breaching human rights, civil claims for redress for human rights abuses will be taken into account.

### 2.1 The framework related to corporations for the AWS action at the international level

Following customary international law, any state that studies, develops, acquires, or adopts a new weapon, means, or method of warfare must conform with Additional Protocol I (API) to the Geneva Conventions of 1949. Furthermore, the IHL concentrates on analysing whether a weapon is explicitly banned by an international treaty or if it is essentially incapable of adhering to the two 'cardinal principles' stated in the texts defining humanitarian law. These are the only two criteria that can be used to determine whether a weapon is legitimate. The ICJ affirmed in its advisory opinion that the first rule to respect is the principle of distinction between combatants and civilians. The ICJ also confirmed the second cardinal concept of the IHL framework that any state's first duty is to outlaw any weapons that would result in superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering. Also, according to the ICRC's study, these criteria, under this norm, should apply strictly to any persons or groups acting by following the instructions. In addition, these studies make it clear from the second criterion that any act by a person or group operating on its instructions, under its direction, or control, as well
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as by its own armed forces using the weapons, should be controlled by the state. This is a consequence of Rule 149\textsuperscript{12} and supported by the ICJ,\textsuperscript{13} which holds states accountable for the actions of these individuals or corporations.

One might deduce that there is no reason to exclude armed conflict involving the use of AWS from the state’s obligation. Also, there is the obligation of a state to ‘ensure respect’, which provides an element of ambiguity in determining whether the actions violate the law of armed conflict. We agree with some scholars that the problem with AWS is not so much a lack of legal basis as it is a lack of precision of what ‘due diligence to ensure respect’ means.\textsuperscript{14} In the context of military operations using AWS, there is a concern with risk management and state accountability resulting from any violations of this legal framework because accidents can occur with any form of weapon, even those that have broad testing. It is clear that AWS that is unable to adhere to the laws of armed conflict, should not be deployed. When examining these points, the issues with AWS include the fact that, despite considerable testing, it is unclear how exactly they will operate in a conflict. There will always be some level of risk and unpredictability.\textsuperscript{15}

Focusing on state practice, most domestic legal systems and numerous military manuals include a rule prohibiting the methods of warfare that cause superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering and restrict the use of lethal force in certain situations.\textsuperscript{16} Moreover, international human rights law also defends the right to life, which restricts police on the use of lethal force by police officers.\textsuperscript{17} Several state laws consider violations of this rule to be crimes, and their domestic courts have applied it as a rule.\textsuperscript{18}

\section{2.2 The necessity for states to impose the corporate obligations}

To respect the concept of state sovereignty, regardless of the technology that will be used during wars, each deployed state gives guidance on IHL to its armed forces, specifically to its military commanders.\textsuperscript{19} Moreover, commentators have long observed that Art. 57(2)(a) of the API charges ‘those who plan or decide upon an attack’ to adopt a number of preventative actions to avoid or minimise the killing of civilians when preparing to conduct attacks. These requirements demonstrate the necessity for states to have military leaders who are charged with planning and selecting an attack exercising ‘constant care’, as well as ‘all feasible precautions in the choice of means and methods of attack’ in order to prevent harm to innocent civilians (Art. 57 (2)(a)(ii) of the API).\textsuperscript{20} To clarify this ambiguity, Art. 31(1) of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties\textsuperscript{21} requires the rule to be applied in
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good faith in its framework and in light of its object and purpose. So, it is wrong to assume that ‘those who plan or decide upon an attack’ refers only to human beings. The state practice applies to military commanders who are in charge of launching any attack, as well as to all those who have the ability to control any attack. State practice could be extended to require further instruction for the corporate actors in order to avoid any mistake or malfunction in the use of AWS. In addition, the ‘parties to the conflict,’ which include states and organised military forces, are the ones responsible for the protection of IHL duties. In this instance, the action of their agents by military forces and their soldiers could be attributed to the parties to a conflict. One must also provide an interpretative extension of Art. 57 of the API, which makes clear that ‘plan or determine’ is intended to include all decision-makers at all levels of command. Consequently, it should be remarked that those who control autonomous systems in war would belong to this category. Additionally, military operators must make sure the autonomous system can exercise ‘constant care.’ If weapon systems utilising machine learning and artificial intelligence prove to be more capable of LOAC compliance or have the potential to become so, and the legal requirement is the ‘best application possible,’ states may have a legal obligation to develop and employ such systems. In doing so, it is stated that the state’s obligation to make sure that AWS complies with IHL criteria differs from its obligation to use ‘due care’ placed on autonomous systems. For example, the DoD 3000.09, in line with existing treaties, the law of war, weapon system safety regulations, and applicable rules of engagement, specifically states that anybody using, directing the use of, or operating autonomous weapons must do so with ‘appropriate precautions’ (ROE). What occurs if ROE is inadequately constructed and leads to IHL violations on the battlefield? The answer to this issue may be found by considering situations like the Horizon controversy in the UK and the Robodebt crisis in Australia. Both times, the consequences of IT programs that were improperly and badly designed produced a significant amount of public indignation due to erroneous results. Given the nature of computers and software, it is appropriate to state that an autonomous software entity’s behaviour ultimately depends on decisions made by those in key roles, particularly designer and operator. The system of control comprises a
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range of measures applied in multiple stages. In essence, autonomous software entities are collections of human-written instructions implemented by human-constructed. As a result, in programming, using AWS will surely require extra caution and attention to the degrees of significant risk associated with a mission. Only military leaders should be trusted with that kind of responsibility. Demanding that military leaders possess information about AI that is inherent to neural networks would be unreasonable. Therefore, corporate actors like designers and programmers should be held responsible for illegal consequences brought about by a lack of care in the assessment of the risks associated with the task given to AWS.

Regardless of how much care a state takes in deploying AWS, it is impossible to rule out scenarios where the system can malfunction and provide results that violate IHL standards. Beyond the requirements for controlling weapons during armed conflict, it is expected that a hypothetical state's overall system of control will ensure that the conduct of the weapon system complies with the state's IHL duties.

Therefore, it is strongly recommended that all operators who are involved in the design and development of an AWS for a particular mission be subject to the duties of states according to Art. 57 of the API. In order to avoid mistakes that might result in losses and damage to civilians, states have a responsibility to consult with specialists in the use of AWS. It follows that military training for the use of AWS may be taken into account in determining whether the state complied with the principle of precaution in a conflict.

Finally, for corporations, it is essential to understand the distinction between direct and indirect responsibility. If international law imposes indirect obligations on corporations, then the corporate actors only have to worry about domestic law in the states in which they operate. But, if the international responsibility is direct and a corporation violates IHL, it may be taken before an international court or before an international tribunal ad hoc.

Although it would not be a conceptual change from the traditional paradigm, states are being recognised as having the right to impose responsibilities on corporations. International law has recognised for a long time that a state may decide to impose a responsibility to stop or correct harm caused to civilians by other private parties.

3 ALTERNATIVE INTERNATIONAL COMPLAINT MECHANISMS FOR CORPORATE ACTORS

The most pertinent alternative criteria for evaluating how well corporations uphold their obligations to protect human rights are the Conventions of the International Labor
Organization (ILO), the Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) on bribery of foreign public officials, the Convention on the financing of terrorism, and the convention on transnational organised crime, which give states the opportunity to prosecute legal persons. More specifically, there are treaties that prohibit the development, transfer, and stockpiling of certain weapons that extend to the private sector, which includes corporations. For instance, Art. 9 of the 1977 Convention is founded on the idea that corporations must uphold specific social and environmental norms and protect human rights. Although these processes do not explicitly aim to hold corporations liable for their violations through AWS, several of these criteria are supplemented with non-legal complaint mechanisms. These mechanisms incorporate aspects of factual and legal analysis and provide a platform for examining corporate activity.

### 3.1 Violation of human rights by the corporation: potential accountability

The accountability of corporations for breaching human rights that qualify as international crimes is presently the subject of intense debate, though undoubted that states generally have the onus of responsibility to provide effective human rights protection, and this duty includes the responsibility to prosecute criminals when necessary. The UN Security Council and General Assembly have long recognised that the state's obligation to prosecute is related to the victim's right to justice. Although there are few established mechanisms that allow victims to hold such corporations responsible, intergovernmental organisations are commonly known to have obligations that respect human rights compared to those of states and actors comprised of states. Moreover, neither corporate legal entities nor specific business actors are subject to the jurisdiction of regional human rights courts.
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Because of the potential violations of the right to life that might result from the unlawful use of weapons, the subject of accountability is crucial to international law. The use of a legal weapon in an illegal manner or in the wrong circumstances can both constitute violations.\textsuperscript{55} Regarding remedies for breaches brought on by the use of specific weapons, no one can omit that the illegal use of a weapon will give the right to get reparation or restitution for both civilian and military casualties.\textsuperscript{56}

The difficulties with AWS accountability\textsuperscript{57} need to be taken seriously since they endanger a number of victims’ claim compensation for violations of human rights.\textsuperscript{58} Following the Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Rights to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims of Gross Violations of International Human Rights Law,\textsuperscript{59} in addition to failing to uphold human rights, the state also has a responsibility to protect human rights under its authority from the use of weapons unlawfully. In these instances, the state must search for a remedy.

In the case of AWS, in situations when the state is directly responsible for actions perpetrated by non-state actors, it is the obligation of governments to offer victims remedies.\textsuperscript{60} Thus, states must protect human rights by implementing a number of new regulations,\textsuperscript{61} although this duty has been repeatedly reaffirmed by the state.\textsuperscript{62} In addition, courts like the European Court of Human Rights\textsuperscript{63} and the African Commission on Human and People’s Rights have also ruled that states have a duty to ensure that victims have access to justice,\textsuperscript{64} information, and redress as a result of this obligation\textsuperscript{65} by investigating human rights violations and prosecuting the perpetrators.\textsuperscript{66} In order to pursue an effective remedy, which requires having all knowledge by whom the violations were committed, victims should have access to information\textsuperscript{67} about the violation of their rights.\textsuperscript{68} To that end, states have a responsibility to tell the victims and the general public the truth in order to achieve this.\textsuperscript{69} Since AWS may leave a digital trail of every occurrence, getting access to information about what happened may be simple in this situation.\textsuperscript{70} Hence, in the AWS case, the UN Human Rights Committee has confirmed that the victims have a right to identify the person who deployed the device,
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their collaborators, and their motivations.\textsuperscript{71} Despite the fact that this is a beneficial side, victims would not be pleased to learn, for instance, that a robot wrongly believed their relative to be a valid target and killed him or her. The robot cannot apologise for being affronted after being injured.\textsuperscript{72} The ECtHR, for example, has imposed sanctions on many states for failing to bring charges for human rights violations.\textsuperscript{73} Hence, the process of accountability continues to be significantly influenced by corporate responsibility through state responsibility.\textsuperscript{74} Governments would recommend a minimum level of behaviour for corporations that could be observed by interested parties; the recognition of obligations on corporations under international law might motivate them to do so.\textsuperscript{75}

### 3.2 Enforcement mechanisms at the national level to corporate actors for AWS actions

From a conceptual standpoint, there are primarily two methods to address the issue of who must be held accountable when it comes to AWS. The first option is to set up a ‘strict liability’ or reverse the burden of proof of ‘presumed liability’ for AWS. Second, the emphasis might be moved to state liability resulting from failing to uphold risk mitigation and damage reduction duties at the pre-deployment stage.\textsuperscript{76}

In accordance with international law, corporate actors can be held accountable at four different points: design, production, sale and transfer, and the use of the weapon.\textsuperscript{77} It could be easier to assign corporate responsibility when the structural flaws in AWS lines are clearly attributable to their manufacturers.\textsuperscript{78} In addition, it is not complicated to hold accountability to the corporate actors when a corporation commissions for the sale of AWS violates international law or domestic laws\textsuperscript{79} to supply such weapons to those parties. Similarly, the corporation may be held liable if AWS’s designer wilfully breaks international law\textsuperscript{80} when the system is unable to distinguish between civilians and combatants or causes unnecessary suffering.\textsuperscript{81} Because international law bans the production or stockpiling of that specific weapon, it is possible to prove that weapons are being produced illegally. The manufacturer is solely responsible for this.\textsuperscript{82} Moreover, the manufacturer should respect customary international law\textsuperscript{83} in their product due to the absence of any international agreement over
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whether or not AWS is forbidden under customary international law. It is important to note that AWS can be used unlawfully even when it is legal to manufacture it. If the perpetration via planning, assisting, and abetting is demonstrated, this will not ‘trigger liability’ unless the corporation has considerable knowledge of the illicit usage of AWS, at which point the corporation is accountable for aiding and abetting under international law.

The victims’ only option is to file civil cases, and many domestic legal systems strongly emphasise the necessity to include accountability for the failure of machines. Manufacturers’ liability is a common term used to describe corporate liability in the context of the accountability of AWS.

It is possible in some jurisdictions for claimants to file product liability cases in civil lawsuits. It would be against corporate manufacturers of AWSs for harm caused by the product’s manufactured liability regime, including various forms of negligence, failure to take proper care of guide product or prevent anticipated risks, and failure to inform reasonable instructions. Manufacturers would be obligated to cover any damages and provide victims’ or their families with compensation under this option, which might consider any AWS crime as a legal accident.

AWS opponents have pointed out a few issues with a strict liability strategy because the weapon is apparently not intended to conduct such violations. First, it is uncommon for weapon manufacturers to be held liable for design defects, particularly when they notify customers that the AWS might be inaccurate. Furthermore, it becomes challenging to invoke product liability in order to bring a claim based on the manufacturer’s liability. It is impossible to prove negligence if the manufacturer of the product informed the buyer of the potential nature and extent of impairments that might happen while the product is being used. In fact, the idea of autonomy as a whole assumes that AWS will operate in ways that are different from those that their designers anticipated or planned for several reasons, from simple malfunctions and software bugs to more complicated system failures, shifting environmental conditions, hacking, and human mistake.
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Human operators can take certain restrictions into account when these failures can be predicted in advance.\textsuperscript{97} However, when failures are unforeseen, the result may be uncontrollable autonomous systems.\textsuperscript{98} Evaluating the risk of using autonomous systems is crucial to comprehend the possibility and effects of a loss of control.\textsuperscript{99} AWS decisions could be influenced by much more than just the original programming as they learn from their experiences.\textsuperscript{100}

We must address the problem that as long as the design and production of the weapons are legal,\textsuperscript{101} corporations’ private weapons manufacturers will not be held accountable for the use of the AWS by individuals or governments, especially when manufacturers are vigilant\textsuperscript{102} to disclose any uncertainties of malfunctions to military consumers.\textsuperscript{103}

A stronger controlling principle for evaluating the presence of a ‘substantial conflict’ is provided by the discretionary function exception to the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA).\textsuperscript{104} The Court determined that the armed services might choose the best design for military equipment by using their discretion under the terms of this clause.\textsuperscript{105} Nevertheless, at least one American court has determined that a weapon’s manufacturers are not obligated to take reasonable precautions to avoid harming any potential adversary combatants or individuals connected to enemy forces. As a result, manufacturer liability in tort for defective products cannot be based on the effects of employing weapons during an attack.\textsuperscript{106} However, attempting to sue a manufacturer could be challenging to bear for the reason that the manufacturer or other parties might not have been responsible for the victim’s damages. More importantly, as a primary hypothesis, it is submitted that product liability laws are largely untested in robotics.\textsuperscript{107} This indicates that it will be difficult for AWS victims to file a successful civil lawsuit unless it is evident that the corporation acted dishonestly with \textit{mala fides}.\textsuperscript{108}

Without anticipating the question of whether or not these requirements are too firm, the victim must deal with a number of jurisdictional technicalities and challenges in addition to financial expenses. Even if there are legal provisions in place that would permit them to claim damages, it is absurd to anticipate that the disadvantaged and geographically\textsuperscript{109} displaced civilian victims of conflict will be able to file a lawsuit against a manufacturer in a foreign jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{110} Therefore, the strict liability paradigm would be unable to hold manufacturers accountable or provide retribution for victims.\textsuperscript{111}
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4 CONCLUSIONS

Although there is no agreement on whether it is legal to give autonomous robots the ability to kill innocent civilians, it should be kept in mind that states should include their perspective when deciding the commands of public conscience\textsuperscript{112} and principles of humanity introduced in the Martens Clause and IHL.\textsuperscript{113}

Holding a corporation accountable for negligence in any given situation may be hard in reality due to lack of control or proximate cause, which would deliberate ‘impunity for all AWS use’, despite the fact that AWS are specifically designed for independent decision-making. Evidently, the core problem is not located only in how AWS works without human intervention because the mistake could be made by a person, AWS, or any weapon. Remarkably, there is an assumption that AWS analysis is reliable, but the key issue here is that humans are held more accountable than AWS.

To conclude, in the lack of a convention that governs the use of AWS, corporate roles are defined as a by-product of automation. Presumably, there are no present indicators that the development of AWSs will be banned. According to Harold Koh,\textsuperscript{114} the former US State Department Legal Advisor, there is no limitation on the employment of technologically sophisticated weapon systems in armed conflict under the laws of war, and the type of the weapon should not affect the rules of controlling the intervention as long as they are used in accordance with the relevant rules of war.\textsuperscript{115}
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